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FADE IN:

EXT. NEW YORK - DAY

S F/X The blades of a helicopter whip through the air in slow motion as--

In slow motion we see the shadow of the helicopter blades, then the reflection of the helicopter above the 

Hudson River. We see the shadow of the helicopter against the Manhattan skyline. In the reflection of a 

skyscraper, we see it’s a Police helicopter. In the distance is the George Washington bridge. The helicopter 

flies over it, turning east into the Bronx, then circles and hovers slowly above an intersection.

FROM THE PILOTS P.O.V.

we see three banks, on three of the four corners as we     inue hovering--

PILOT (V.O.)

Chopper one to Dispatch. Over.

DISPATCHER (V.O.)

This is Dispatch. Go ahead chopper one. Over.

PILOT (V.O.)

I’m above the suspected heist intersection. Everything looks fine on the ground dispatch. I’m gonna move 

on. Over.

DISPATCHER (V.O.)

Okay chopper one. Over.

We see a perfect “X” of the intersection as the word, “The InterseXion” flashes across the screen. The “X” 

being the intersection itself. 

ZOOM IN

on the center of the intersection, down on a sewer cover.

FADE TO BLACK.

Card: 3 Weeks Earlier

FADE TO:

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - DAY

Exit from the inside of a coffee mug as a spoonful of cream is dumped into black coffee, then stirred. On the 

other end of the spoon is ERIC READY, (who never is) a Detective in his thirties with some issues. He is 

getting married in the near future after an eight year engagement. He hates mice & rats and truly believes 

in coincidences and a good game of poker. VINCENT DELAROSA is his partner in his twenties. He’s a single 

Italian/American Romeo, athletic, loves jogging, his job and sports cars. Vincent and Eric sit at their desks 

which are pushed together facing each other in an old dirty cluttered office with dingy walls. It has a window 

with blinds, but no view. They sit with a open box of donuts on their desk. Vincent casually reaches over, 

turning on a ceiling fan as CAPTAIN LOU BLADECKI, fifties enters. He’s a large gruff man, set in his ways, 

smoking a big cigar with a file under his arm. 

LOU

(removing the cigar)

You’s guys find out anything yet on that serial killer?



VINCENT

The Dentist?

LOU

Dentist?

ERIC

Yeah. That’s what the Profiler calls ‘em. 

VINCENT

Says after he removes their teeth, he keeps ‘em. Like treasure or something.

(beat)

LOU

Sick Bastard.

(putting the cigar back into his mouth)

Lou tosses the file onto their desks--

LOU

New case file. From Interpol. 

ERIC

Interpol?

VINCENT

(excited)

Terrorist activity?

LOU

Nope. 

(removing the cigar)

A group of English clowns from London, decided it was         a little too hot over there to keep doin’ bank 

heists. Interpol had a man inside. He was killed. Interpol figures these guys are headed to New York. 

Vincent and Eric inquisitively look at each other.

LOU (CONT’D)

You’s guys...check it out.

Lou reaches into the box of donuts, picking one up, examining it closely.

LOU

Cop food. Rot your brain. Go straight to your gut!

He shakes his head and turns, exiting--

LOU (CONT’D)

Seen it happen to the best of ‘em.

(taking a bite)

Just not healthy.

Vincent and Eric look at each other again, shaking their heads, swishing the cigar smoke away, picking up 

the file and begin to read it. 

EXT. LONDON ENGLAND - SAME



Establishing with the London bridge above the Thames River. We pan over to a small flat overlooking the 

river.

INT. APARTMENT - SAME

Establishing with a small luxury flat, noticing the fi    rt and furnishings. RANDALL BLAKE, thirties, begins to 

organize his crew. JOSEPHINE ESTER is his girl friend, classy, in her twenties with extra large breast 

implants. WILLIAM MORRISON, thirties and PETER BRAMFORD, forties are his accomplices. They are 

packing to leave as--

VINCENT (V.O.)

Randall Blake. Background. Crews leader. Intelligent.        grad. Wanted for questioning in a string of 

bank heists. Italy. France. Ireland. 

ERIC (V.O.)

And now...England.

VINCENT (V.O.)

Josephine Ester. Background. High tech. Suspected ties to the IRA. 

ERIC (V.O.)

And...Randall’s girlfriend.

VINCENT (V.O.)

William Morrison. Background. Ex IRA. Ex British Navy. Explosives expert. Divorced. Petty crimes. Gambler. 

Game of choice, poker.

ERIC (V.O.)

Poker?

VINCENT (V.O.)

Peter Bramford. Background. Ex IRA. Licensed helicopter pilot. Petty crimes. Gambler. Game of choice, 

poker. 

ERIC (V.O.)

Poker?

BACK TO THE OPENING SCENE

as the chopper flies off into the distance. We PAN AWAY to the roof top of an office building sitting opposite 

the three banks. A roof top door slams open as three people, aka “The Mole Crew” dressed in solid black

scurry toward the edge. BRENT PARSONS, early thirties is the leader. He’s smart, sophisticated as he lifts a 

pair of binoculars to his eyes--

FROM HIS P.O.V.

we see people walking on the street, then focus on Bank One.

BRENT

Bank One. 

(beat)

Looks good.

ADRIAN HODGES is his girlfriend, mid twenties. She’s smart, an Oxford grad, trust fund baby and loves the 

thrill of the heist. She smiles, turning toward JASON JONES aka J.J. a black man in his late twenties. 



FROM BRENT’S P.O.V.

we focus on the Empire State Credit Union.

BRENT

Empire State Credit Union.

Nope. Not enough traffic. 

J.J. turns toward Adrian with a smile.

FROM BRENT’S P.O.V.

we focus on Bank of America.

BRENT

Bank of America. 

(beat)

Looks good. 

J.J. and Adrian smile at each other, bumping knuckles.

BRENT (CONT’D)

Did your home work. Which one? 

ADRIAN

Same risk. Same payday. Flip a coin.

J.J.

Don’t want no coins. 

(smiling)

Just C notes. And the like.

Everyone smiles as they exit the roof. 

EXT. BANK OF AMERICA - 6:00PM

Establishing as a woman, MISS KORBOWITZ, late thirties, built like Adrian, exits the bank. She stops, looking 

down at her watch. It’s six o clock, closing time. We        back up, stopping at her left breast as we see 

her security pass with photo, bar code and swipe strip.

DISSOLVE TO:

Adrian’s photo on the security pass. We PAN UP as Adrian smiles, then confidently turns, entering the bank 

as it opens at eight in the morning. J.J. is close behind as he suspiciously looks from side to side, then 

enters behind her. 

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME

ANGLE ON a sign that says, “Secure Safety Deposit Boxes”. Adrian stands at the door as she carefully 

glances from side to side, swiping her security card t    gh a reader, opening the door. J.J. stands next to 

her, glancing side to side, then follows her, quickly entering behind her. J.J. closes the door and quickly 

tosses a black plastic tool case to Adrian as she catches it. J.J. taps a camcorder into the live feed security 

camera. The screen shows the room empty.

J.J.

Three minutes! Go! Go! 

Adrian quickly walks over to the first row of boxes as J.J. walks over to the second row. They both flip open 



their tool cases and we notice they’re wearing laytex surgical gloves. Adrian puts on a mic/head set, then 

they remove the cordless drills. The bits look unusual. They’re extra strong for drilling hardened steel.

ADRIAN

(closely examining the drill bit)

Lets see if your investment paid off.

J.J.

Dude said they can punch anything!

Adrian begins drilling and less then a second is through the lock. She and J.J. are amazed, then they go 

back to work as she tilts the mic down to her mouth--

ADRIAN

Were in!

EXT./INT. VAN - SAME

Establishing with a Water Department Van parked in the  iddle of the intersection with a nylon mesh fence 

around the sewer cover. We see traffic slowly pass in the f.g. and b.g.  Brent squats in the back of the van 

with a cell phone--

BRENT

Gotcha’. 

(turning on a camcorder)

FROM HIS P.O.V.

the screen shows Adrian and J.J. quickly punching boxes.

Brent looks up out through the rear window of the van as a cold chilling look comes across his face. 

FROM HIS P.O.V.

a cab screeches to a halt in front of Bank Of America as the English Crew boldly exits, dressed in black. We 

see Randall heavily armed exit first, then William as       cket opens slightly, getting a glimpse of some 

explosives. Josephine exits, swinging her gun strap around to her back, with a couple of grenades attached. 

She slams the door closed, slapping the roof twice as the cab speeds away. We see her cold eyes as she 

glances from side to side, then follows her Crew inside. 

S F/X We hear the sound of a helicopter as--

FROM HIS P.O.V.

the helicopter approaches.

Brent puts the cell phone to his mouth shouting--

BRENT

Abort! Abort! We got company! 

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME

In the Safety Deposit Box Room, Adrian and J.J. have o      every box and are quickly dumping the 

contents into black garbage bags. Adrian stops as--

BRENT (V.O.)

Another Crew! Get out! Get out now!

Adrian turns to J.J.--



ADRIAN

Gigs over! Gotta go...Now!

They quickly exit the room as we PAN OVER to an open box, full of dentures and teeth they never saw. We 

stay with them for a beat, noticing some have gold and silver fillings. Adrian and J.J. quickly walk toward the 

front doors, carrying their trash bags. Adrian walks right into Randall, and J.J. into Josephine. Everyone is 

stunned momentarily. As Randall’s and Adrian’s vision return, they stand there in disbelief looking at each 

other. They’re ex’s, they’ve attended Oxford University in England together. Randall grabs Adrian’s bag--

RANDALL

(looking inside)

Still nickel and diming it, aye!

Adrian can’t believe her eyes. Josephine grabs J.J.’s bag.

RANDALL (CONT’D)

Your trust fund run out...baby?

Josephine turns toward Adrian with a look. 

JOSEPHINE

Oh no. This can’t be her!

(looking her up and down)

I ought to...

RANDALL

(interrupting)

Lets just take their spoils, shall we? Business darlin       mber?

Randall turns, walking toward the counters and Bank EM      S as he and William show their guns--

RANDALL

This is a heist! No alarms people! I don’t like them!    I hear one...your all dead!

WILLIAM

(handing out bags)

Put all your money in the bags.

Josephine now stares into Adrian’s eyes, holding both bags.

J.J.

(to Adrian)

C’mon. Lets go.

Josephine gloats as she drops the bags and reaches to swing her gun around from her back. Adrian stabs 

Josephine’s breast with a drill bit. Saline squirts an  gushes everywhere as Adrian with the other hand grabs 

Josephine’s hand gun from her waist, pointing it at he     she and J.J. both grin, backing away, then turn, 

walking away toward the front doors. She turns to J.J., looking at the drill bit. 

ADRIAN

Dude’s right. They can punch anything!

Josephine looks down at her dripping shirt and flattened breast in disbelief. She starts to raise her gun 

toward Adrian as Randall grabs it from behind.



RANDALL

Business darling! 

They’re standing in a puddle of water.

JOSEPHINE

Look at me! I’m...

RANDALL

(interrupting)

I’ll call the plastic surgeon in the morning darling. Now...C’mon. We got a job to do. 

FROM BRENT’S P.O.V.

Adrian and J.J. exit the Bank as he opens the rear door--

BRENT

(hollering)

C’mon!

Adrian and J.J. turn toward him, then Adrian turns to J.J.

ADRIAN

(glancing back at Bank Of America)

I’m not going home empty handed!

J.J.

What? What a yea talking about?

(Adrian turns, glancing over at Bank One)

Are you nuts? We got a schedule!

Adrian begins walking toward Bank One as J.J. tries to        with her, but she continues walking toward 

Bank One.

BRENT

(hollering, pointing to his watch)

Hey! C’mon!

J.J. gestures to Brent in disbelief.

BRENT

(to himself)

Can’t believe this!

EXT. EMPIRE STATE CREDIT UNION - SAME

Establishing as TWO GUYS dressed in animal costumes enter.

INT. EMPIRE STATE CREDIT UNION - SAME

An OLD LADY watches them enter as she screams--

OLD LADY

Bank robbery!

All the EMPLOYEES hit the floor as--

S F/X The alarm sounds.

INT. BANK ONE - SAME



Adrian and J.J. quickly turn, startled by the alarm.

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME

Randall, William and Josephine turn, startled by the alarm.

INT. BANK ONE - SAME

Adrian and J.J. grab their money bags and dart for the door.

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME

From Josephine’s P.O.V. Adrian and J.J. run out into the intersection. We see a furious look build on her 

face. 

EXT. INTERSECTION - SAME

Adrian grabs the sewer cover, breaking off two nails as J.J. helps her lift it. A huge volume of air blasts up 

from the sewer hole as they both look away. 

FROM ADRIAN’S P.O.V.

Josephine runs toward her, carrying the garbage bags with the look of vengeance in her eyes. 

Adrian and J.J. escape down the sewer as a subway blasts past at a high rate of speed, moving another 

huge volume of air. J.J. reaches up, closing the lid. Josephine reaches the lid, seeing two broken fingernails, 

she smirks. She drops the bags, removing the lid and pulls the pin on a live grenade. Adrian and J.J. are on 

the ladder, looking up at her as she drops it with a smile--

JOSEPHINE

You...Bitch!

J.J. grabs the garbage bags, swinging them at the grenade, trying to “bat it” back at her. It lands on the top 

ladder rung as she closes the lid. Adrian and J.J. jum     nding into the tracks below. The tracks begin to 

shake and rumble as J.J. grabs Adrian, quickly tumbling to the side as another subway blasts by.

EXT. INTERSECTION - SAME

Josephine runs away quickly as Brent dives into the drivers seat, quickly starting the motor and speeding 

away as--

S F/X & F/X The sewer explodes as--

The cover flies through the air hitting Josephine, killing her with blood spraying through the air. The cover 

continues through the air, hitting the helicopter as it tries to land about eight feet above the roof. Both 

blades are severed by the cover as the helicopter crashes straight down onto the roof. The roof almost gives 

way as dust, insulation and debris swirl through the air. Peter Bramford has a     l amount of blood on his 

forehead and after checking himself, he’s fine. The he      er is out of commission as he quickly jumps out, 

running away. On the street below its mass chaos and total pandemonium. The English Crew has come out 

blasting with heavy gun fire. PEOPLE are running in every direction. 

EXT./INT. N.Y.P.D. PATROL CAR - SAME

Establishing as TWO OFFICERS approach the scene.

OFFICER #1

Can’t believe are luck. We ain’t caught a bad guy all week!

OFFICER #2

You want I should shoot the first one I see...and be done with it?



OFFICER #1

Hey, at least were partners. Nothing can separate us! 

The sewer lid crashes through the center of the patrol   r and lodges into the seat between them as they 

stare at each other with soiled linens. 

BACK TO THE SCENE

And chaos on the street as one helicopter blade takes out a complete line of front windows on Bank One. 

PEOPLE are running as blood and gore abound. People are getting cut with glass, getting pushed, shoved, 

and trampled.  

DISSOLVE TO:

A contained crime scene at dusk as we pan the damage.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Establishing with Randall and William behind bars. In     b.g. are TWO very rough looking THUGS. 

THUG #1

(to Thug #2)

Which one’s Fish? And which one’s Chips?

THUG #2

Don’t know. 

(smiling)

But we gonna find out!

RANDALL

(to William)

At least Peter got to go to the Hospital...with some dignity.

INT. APARTMENT - SAME

Brent is counting out the bills to Adrian and J.J. as they smile with big stacks in front of them. Adrian opens 

the garbage bag as she tries on a huge diamond ring on   r left ring finger. She watches it sparkle in the 

light.

ADRIAN

I don’t know. I think I like this better than the cash. What do you guy’s think?

Brent knows he’s been had and so does J.J. Brent lifts a champagne glass to toast--

BRENT

To retirement!

Everyone toasts, smiling in agreement.

EXT./INT. BANK OF AMERICA - NEXT MORNING

Establishing with a suspicious looking MAN in a long London Fog rain coat and matching fedora hat. We 

never see his face as he approaches the bank, walking     de, stepping on some broken glass as a JANITOR 

sweeps up. He approaches Miss Korbowitz as she leads him into the Safety Deposit Box Room. He walks 

over toward his box, stopping short when he sees it’s been violated. He clenches his gloved fists in rage--

FADE OUT.
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